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In a recent paper, “Reexamining f (R, T ) gravity”, by S. B. Fisher and E. D. Carlson, Phys. Rev.
D 100, 064059 (2019), the authors claim that for the particular f(R, T ) modified gravity model,
with f(R, T ) = f1(R) + f2(T ), the term f2(T ) must be included in the matter Lagrangian and
therefore it does not have any physical significance. We carefully reexamine the line of reasoning
presented in the paper, and we show that there are several major conceptual problems related to
the author’s physical interpretations, as well as in the physical and mathematical approaches used
to derive the energy-momentum tensor of the theory. These problems raise some serious concerns
about the validity of most of the results presented in the paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In an interesting and thought provoking paper, “Reex-
amining f (R, T ) gravity” by S. B. Fisher and E. D. Carl-
son [1], the authors propose a mathematical, as well as a
physical reformulation of a specific version of the f(R, T )
gravity theory [2], in which the gravitational Lagrangian
f(R, T ) can be decomposed as f(R, T ) = f1(R) + f2(T ).
Here R is the Ricci scalar, T denotes the trace of the
energy-momentum tensor and f1(R) and f2(T ) are func-
tions specifically dependent on R and T , respectively.
In the present Comment, we carefully reexamine the re-
sults of the paper [1] and we show that there are several
conceptual problems in their physical analysis and inter-
pretation of the T -dependence of the f(R, T ) gravity.
We will first briefly summarize in the following what
the authors of [1] are essentially doing.
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Let us begin with the gravitational action
S =
∫ [
1
2κ2
f(R, T ) + Lm
]√−gd4x
=
∫ [
1
2κ2
f1(R) + f2(T ) + Lm
]√−gd4x, (1)
where κ2 = 8piG, f1(R) and f2(T ) are arbitrary (analyti-
cal) functions of R and T , respectively, Lm is the matter
action, and g is the metric determinant. Since both f2(T )
and Lm are functions of the same argument, that is, of
the thermodynamical parameters of the system, one can
obviously combine them into a single term L
(eff)
m ,
L(eff)m = f2(T ) + Lm, (2)
so that the gravitational action of the f(R, T ) theory
takes an effective form, given by
S =
∫ [
1
2κ2
f1(R) + L
(eff)
m
]√−gd4x. (3)
Now the main physical claim of the authors of [1] is
that the effective matter Lagrangian (2) is the true mat-
ter Lagrangian of the system and that “f2(T ) is not phys-
ically meaningful”. But, before going into the discussion
of the claimed physical usefulness of f2(T ), let us consider
firstly the simple example of the scalar field, as discussed
in [1].
II. THE CASE OF THE SCALAR FIELD
For a scalar field φ with potential V (φ), the Lagrangian
Lφ and its trace Tφ are (in the notations of [1])
Lφ =
1
2
[∇µφ∇µφ− V (φ)] , Tφ = −∇νφ∇νφ+ 2V (φ).
(4)
2Then, in the framework of the f(R, T ) = f1(R) +
f2(Tφ) theory, a scalar field Lagrangian of the form
L
(eff)
φ (φ) = Lφ + α ln |Tφ| , (5)
where α is a constant, is perfectly justified.
Let us analyze now the possibility of reducing this
scalar field Lagrangian to its standard form (4). For this
we consider a general transformation of the scalar field
given by φ = F (Φ), where F is an arbitrary function of
a new scalar field Φ. Since we have
∇µφ = dF (Φ)
dΦ
∇µΦ, (6)
the scalar field Lagrangian becomes
LΦ(Φ) =
1
2
[
dF (Φ)
dΦ
]2
[∇µΦ∇µΦ− U (Φ)]
+ α ln |−∇νΦ∇νΦ+ 2U(Φ)|+ 2α ln dF (Φ)
dΦ
,
(7)
where U (Φ) = V (Φ)/ [dF (Φ)/dΦ]2. Hence Eq. (5) is
almost form invariant with respect to an arbitrary trans-
formation of the scalar field and therefore the claim “For
more complicated functions f2(T ), the resulting terms
will of course not be simply a rescaling of the field, but
will change the free field into an interacting field.” in [1]
does not look to be true (in a natural way) for arbitrary
functions f2 (Tφ).
III. THE ENERGY MOMENTUM TENSOR IN
f(R, T ) = f1(R) + f2(T ) GRAVITY
Next we need to clarify the concept of matter, “physi-
cal pressure” and “physical energy density”, respectively.
By matter we usually understand a system of interact-
ing particles, whose structure and dynamics are deter-
mined by the known (or lesser known) laws of nature.
Based on these laws, the physical parameters of fluids,
like the four-velocity, for example, and the set of thermo-
dynamic scalars, such as energy density, pressure, tem-
perature and specific enthalpy, can be defined uniquely
in an instantaneous Lorentz frame carried by the fluid,
and determined accordingly experimentally.
However, in order to have a correct understanding of
the terms we are using in our Comment it is necessary to
explain the definitions of physical and effective thermody-
namic quantities. In a broad sense, we mean by physical
quantities those defined in standard textbooks of physics,
like, for example, [3]. In a more restricted sense we define
the physical (thermodynamical) quantities as the quanti-
ties that are obtained from the microscopic distribution
functions of the particles (Fermi-Dirac, Bose-Einstein,
Boltzmann etc.).
The presence of the gravitational field modifies the dis-
tribution function at the microscopic level, and at the
level of the total energy. The problem of the gravitational
energy and of its localization is a complex one (not yet
considered in f(R, T ) gravity), but once we succeed in
including it in the distribution functions of the particles,
we can obtain from them the thermodynamic potentials,
energy density, pressure etc.. The quantities obtained in
this way indeed correspond to the “true” physical and
thermodynamical variables in a gravitational field. How-
ever, they will depend essentially on the metric, and any
role played by f2(T ), if any, is uncertain. For a discussion
of the problem of the energy-momentum pseudotensor of
the gravitational field in standard general relativity see
[4].
On the other hand we can construct thermodynamic
like quantities by simply combining (additively) the phys-
ical pressure with other similar quantities of different ori-
gins. We call these kind of quantities effective quantities,
and they are not “true” physical quantities in the sense
previously defined, since (generally) they cannot be de-
rived from microscopic distribution functions of particles.
Hence the scalar physical thermodynamic quanti-
ties cannot be rescaled arbitrarily by adding to them
some functions of the same thermodynamic parameters.
One cannot claim that the pressure of the degenerate
fermionic relativistic gas, given by p ∝ ρ4/3 is not physi-
cal, and cannot be determined experimentally, and that
the true pressure of the degenerate Fermi gas is (let us
say), p ∝ ρ4/3+ f2(T = ρ− 3p). One should clearly point
out that the standard thermodynamic quantities (density,
temperature, pressure etc.) are real physical quantities
that can be obtained from the microscopic distribution
function of particles, and as such, they are at the the-
oretical foundations for the description of gravitational
processes involving the presence of matter. On the other
hand the thermodynamic quantities considered in [1] can
be considered only effective quantities, and they are def-
initely not the “true” physical pressures or energy den-
sities of any (real) physical system, since they cannot be
obtained from any (known) classical or quantum distri-
bution function of particles.
A. Constructing the energy-momentum tensor
In order to extract some useful information from the
action (3), and to construct an energy-momentum tensor
for the theory, the authors of [1] adopt the formalism de-
veloped in [5], by using for the matter Lagrangian den-
sity the standard expression (16) in their paper. Then
the authors arrive at the “on shell” current densities
and particles number, defined in Eqs. (21a) and (21b),
which include the function f2(T ) and which are conserved
“on shell”. However, since in this approach the phys-
ical current Jµ and the physical particle number n are
not conserved, the authors reach the controversial con-
clusion that in this model there may be some “true”
energy density, given by their Eqs. (27) and (29), and
which also may represent the experimentally measurable
3energy density.
The problem of the construction of the energy-
momentum tensor in modified theories of gravity with
geometry-matter coupling was discussed in [6] and [7]
(see also [8]).
However, in the present Comment we use a different,
and more physical approach [9, 10]. First we require that
the variations of the entropy density s and of the ordinary
matter number flux vector density,
nµ = nuµ
√−g, (8)
where n is the particle number, defined as
n =
√
gµνnµuν
g
, (9)
satisfy the constraints
δs = 0, (10)
and
δnµ = 0, (11)
respectively, which maintain unchanged the entropy and
particle production rates. Therefore, the entropy and
particle number currents satisfy the conservation equa-
tions δ (nµ∂µs) = 0 and ∇µ (nuµ) = 0, respectively.
Let the equation of state for matter be given as ρ =
ρ (n, s). Then, since δs = 0, from the thermodynamic
relation (∂ρ/∂n)s = w = (ρ+ p) /n, we obtain δρ = wδn.
By taking the variation of the particle number n we find
[10]
δn =
n
2
(−g)uµuν
(
δgµν
g
− gµν
g2
δg
)
=
−n
2
(uµuν + gµν) δgµν . (12)
For the sake of concreteness, and for simplicity, we
assume that the ordinary matter Lagrangian is Lm = −ρ
[10], and we introduce the effective matter action as
S(eff)m = −
∫
[ρ− f2 (T (n, s))]
√−gd4x. (13)
By taking the variation of S
(eff)
m , we obtain
δS(eff)m = −
∫ {[
δρ− df2(T )
dT
dT (n, s)
dn
δn
]√−g +
[ρ− f2 (T (n, s))] δ
√−g
}
d4x =
−
∫ [
w − df2(T )
dT
dT (n, s)
dn
]
δn
√−g −
1
2
[ρ− f2 (T (n, s))]
√−ggµνδgµν , (14)
immediately giving
δS(eff)m =
1
2
∫ {[
ρ+ p− ndf2(T )
dT
dT (n, s)
dn
]
uµuν +
[
p+ f2 (T (n, s))− ndf2(T )
dT
dT (n, s)
dn
]
gµν
}
δgµν
√−gd4x.
(15)
Hence the effective matter energy-momentum tensor
that can be constructed from the action (3) is given by
(eff)T µν =
[
ρ+ p− ndf2(T )
dT
dT (n, s)
dn
]
uµuν +[
p+ f2 (T (n, s))− ndf2(T )
dT
dT (n, s)
dn
]
gµν ,
(16)
and it obviously reduces to the perfect fluid form of stan-
dard general relativity when f2(T ) = 0.
(eff)T µν can
also be written in terms of an effective energy density
ρeff and pressure peff , defined as
ρeff (n, s) = ρ(n, s)− f2 (T (n, s)) , (17)
peff (n, s) = p(n, s) + f2 (T (n, s))− ndf2(T )
dT
dT (n, s)
dn
,
(18)
in the form
(eff)T µν = (ρeff + peff )u
µuν + peffg
µν . (19)
This energy-momentum tensor is different from the
one obtained in [1] on both conceptual and mathemat-
ical levels. For the fluid description of matter, and in
standard general relativity, the same expression for the
energy-momentum tensor can be obtained if one assumes
for the matter Lagrangian the expression Lm = p, and
by decomposing the velocity in terms of scalar potentials
[10]. If the degeneracy of the matter Lagrangian can be
removed in f(R, T ) gravity, due to the presence of the
matter-geometry coupling, and if yes, how this can be
done, is a problem that goes beyond the topics of the
present Comment, and thus we will not consider it.
We must also point out that in the present approach
the ordinary matter satisfies all the standard conserva-
tion laws, without the necessity of introducing any “on
shell” quantities, and conservation laws, or modifying the
physical interpretation of the ordinary thermodynamical
quantities.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We can now summarize our main findings as follows.
The claim in [1] that the function f2(T ) can be just
simply included in the matter action in a physical way
4is questionable. The matter energy density and pres-
sure are two fundamental thermodynamic quantities that
are obtained from microscopic particle distribution func-
tions, and they cannot be arbitrarily modified without
completely changing the content of the physical laws,
and of the corresponding theories. However, such a con-
struction is perfectly valid from the point of view of
the construction of effective physical quantities. The
mathematical/physical approach employed by the au-
thors of [1] to derive the energy-momentum tensor of
the f(R, T ) = f1(R) + f2(T ) gravity theory, even correct
mathematically, raises some questions about its physi-
cal interpretation, since matter satisfies the conservation
equations of the current and entropy only “on shell” (that
is, they are not conserved in the true physical sense). The
“true” physical quantities describing matter in any phys-
ical theory are ρ and p, and they are not equivalent in
any sense (be it mathematical or physical) with the effec-
tive quantities that also include f2(T ). Hence the search
for the functional form of f2(T ) is a valid one, and find-
ing observational restrictions/constraints on the function
f2(T ), as done, for example, in [11] and [12], is an im-
portant field of research that could lead to some new
insights and a better understanding of the mathematical
structure and astrophysical and cosmological implication
of the f(R, T ) gravity.
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